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Abstract: 
In this paper a novel model to orient a pushbroom linear optical satellite image is proposed. This 
one is based in the adaptation of the Orbit-Attitude model for use of the Modified UCL Kepler 
platform model. It has only the components of satellite position and velocity as unknowns. This 
implies not only the reduction of unknowns but also the elimination of initial adjustments of the 
orbit to estimate the polynomial parameters. In order to validate the model, four experiments 
were conducted using one HRC-CBERS 2B image. Two distributions of ground controls points 
(GCPs) were tested, 70 and 35 GCPs. A quantity of 43 check points (CPs) was used to analyze the 
planimetric accuracies of the orientations. For comparisons purpose the image was also oriented 
with platform model using 2nd order polynomial. The results showed that the planimetric 
accuracy difference in the use of the two models is 4 and 6 centimeters in the two mentioned 
configurations of GCPs, respectively. However, the main advantage of applying the proposed 
model is the direct use of ephemeris without the necessity of interpolations and pre-
adjustments, which makes the orientation process simpler. 
Keywords: Linear optical satellite image, Orbit-Attitude Model, UCL Kepler platform model.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The satellite images orientation is a necessary process to obtain spatial data, such as 
coordinates, areas, perimeters and distances values. Considering the mathematical modeling of 
satellite images provided for pushbroom linear array sensors, two classes of models are defined: 
the generalized models and rigorous models (Toutin 2004). While the first use polynomial 
functions, the second objective model the physical process of obtaining the images, usually using 
the principle of collinearity. According to Jacobsen (2007), the rigorous models propose results 
that are more accurate with greater flexibility in the amount and distribution of control points on 
the image. Within the context of rigorous models, there are two types of modeling: the Position-
Rotation model and the Orbit-Attitude model (Radhadevi, Sasikumar and Ramachandran 1994; 
Kim and Dowman 2006). The generalized models are exclusively used in the case of cut images 
or with some type of geometric correction previously made. 
The Position-Rotation model uses only two Reference Systems: the Camera Reference System 
(CRS) and the Terrestrial Reference System (TRS). The rotation matrix, which aligns the two 
systems, depends only on the orientation angles ω, φ e κ. It is noteworthy that these angles are 
different from the so-called attitude angles, since they have no physical sense (Kim and Dowman 
2006). On the other hand, the Orbit-Attitude model uses the two systems mentioned above for 
the images orientation in addition to the Satellite Reference System (SRS) and the Orbit 
Reference System (ORS). Three rotation matrices are used which depends on the boresight 
angles, attitude angles and the position and velocity vectors. In this way, Kim and Dowman 
(2006) indicate that this model is in fact a physical model. 
In mathematical modeling, regardless the rigorous model, a platform model has to be used to 
model the changes in the Exterior Orientation Parameters (EOP), since the image formation is 
dynamic, line-by-line. Each line is obtained separately in different instants. Different platform 
models have been developed over the years. The most known model is the 2nd or 3rd polynomial 
model (Gugan and Dowman 1988; Westin 1990; Orun and Natarajan 1994; Radhadevi, 
Sasikumar and Ramachandran 1994; Bang and Cho 2001; Kim and Dowman 2006; Medeiros and 
Tommaselli 2009; Marcato Júnior et al. 2011). However, Michalis and Dowman (2005) indicated 
that in the 2nd order polynomial model, the 1st order coefficients represent the components of 
velocity of the platform and the 2nd order coefficients represent the components of acceleration. 
The platform model developed by the authors was called Kepler model and posteriorly UCL 
Kepler model (Michalis and Dowman 2008). Since the UCL Kepler platform model was developed 
to use coordinates referenced to the Geocentric Celestial Reference System (GCRS), Rodrigues et 
al. (2017) proposed a methodology for the use of coordinates referenced to a TRS. In this 
research, this platform model is going to called Modified UCL Kepler platform model. 
Some examples of works development using these models to orient HRC CBERS-2B images can 
be cited. In Marcato Junior (2011) can be seen a bundle block adjustment of four images using 
Orbit-Attitude model in conjunction with a 2nd order polynomial platform model. In Marcato 
Júnior et al. (2011) and Marcato Júnior and Tommaselli (2013) HRC and CCD images were 
orientated using the same models. This last combining Ground Control Points (GCPs) and Ground 
Control Lines (GCLs). Also in Rodrigues and Ferreira (2013), two HRC images were oriented using 
Position-Rotation model in conjunction with a 2nd order polynomial platform model and original 
UCL Kepler platform model. In Rodrigues et al (2016) on-orbit geometric calibration of HRC 
sensor was performed using Position-Rotation model and Modified UCL Kepler platform model. 
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Originally, the UCL Kepler platform model has been used along with the Position-Rotation 
rigorous model. In this paper we proposed a novel model based in the adaptation of the Orbit-
Attitude model for use of the Modified UCL Kepler platform model. The model has only the 
components of satellite position and velocity are unknowns. To evaluate its application, 
experiments using one HRC CBERS-2B image were performed and the planimetric accuracies 
were analyzed. For comparison, the image was also oriented using the Orbit-Attitude model in 
conjunction with the 2nd order polynomial model platform. It is noteworthy that to use this last 
model is necessary a pre-adjustment, in order to estimate at least the polynomials parameters 
referred to the changes in the components of satellite velocity (Marcato et al. 2011). It is 
because these parameters must be considered fixed and without errors in the bundle 
adjustment since they are strongly correlated with the position parameters. The use of the 
proposed model does not require this pre-adjustment, which makes the process of orientation 
simpler. 
 
2. Rigorous Mathematical models 
 
The mathematical modelling to satellite image orientation can be based in collinearity principle. 
Thus, the collinearity equations modified for the linear array sensors are used, where xc 
coordinate of CRS is assumed as zero (Gugan and Dowman 1988). Furthermore, the platform 
model must be included in the exterior orientation to model the changes of EOP during image 
formation. In the section 2.1 the Orbit-Attitude model is explained. Posteriorly, in the section 2.2 
the structure and characteristics of the original and Modified UCL Kepler platform model is 
presented and some of the works developed with the use of it are mentioned. 
 
2.1 Traditional Orbit-Attitude model 
 
The Orbit-Attitude model uses the CRS, SRS, ORS and a TRS system. The SRS is a dextrogyrous 
system fixed in the satellite with origin in its center of mass. The direction of axes is determined 
from the direction of the CRS axes, applying rotations in terms of the boresight angles bX, bY and 
bZ. The rotation matrix which aligns the CRS with the SRS is (Machado e Silva 2007): 
𝑅𝐶
𝑃 = 𝑅𝑍 (𝑏𝑧)𝑅𝑌(𝑏𝑌)𝑅𝑋(𝑏𝑋).                                                      (1) 
In order to make compatible the origins of the SRS with the CRS, it should be considered the 
translation vector (dX, dY, dZ) between the satellite center of mass and the Perspective Center 
(PC) of the sensor. If there is a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) receiver on board the 
satellite providing state vector data, an additional vector of translations must be considered in 
order to make compatible the GNSS receiver antenna phase center with the satellite center of 
mass. 
The ORS has the same origin of the SRS. However, the x axes indicates the direction of motion of 
the satellite in orbit, the z axes points to the Earth center of mass and the y axis completes the 
dextrogyrous system. To perform the transformation from SRS to the ORS it should be applied a 
rotation matrix in terms of time-dependent platform attitude angles roll (R), pitch (P) and yaw 
(Ψ). This matrix is given by (Jovanovic, Smyth and Zong 1999): 
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 𝑅𝑃
𝑂(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑍 (𝑅(𝑡))𝑅𝑌(𝑃(𝑡))𝑅𝑋(Ψ(𝑡)) .                                            (2) 
 
Finally, to transform from ORS to a TRS it should be applied a rotation matrix in terms of state 
vector components referred to PC of the sensor as follow (Jovanovic, Smyth and Zong 1999; Poli 
2005): 
 
𝑅𝑂
𝑇(𝑡) =  
[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑉𝑍𝑋𝑆𝑍𝑆−𝑍𝑆
2𝑉𝑋−𝑉𝑋𝑌𝑆
2+𝑋𝑆𝑌𝑆𝑉𝑌
𝐿𝑃
2 𝐿𝑉
−𝑌𝑆𝑉𝑍+𝑉𝑌𝑍𝑆
𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑃
−
𝑋𝑆
𝐿𝑃
𝑉𝑋𝑌𝑆𝑋𝑆−𝑋𝑆
2𝑉𝑌−𝑉𝑌𝑍𝑆
2+𝑌𝑆𝑍𝑆𝑉𝑍
𝐿𝑃
2 𝐿𝑉
−𝑍𝑆𝑉𝑋+𝑉𝑍𝑋𝑆
𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑃
−
𝑌𝑆
𝐿𝑃
𝑉𝑌𝑍𝑆𝑌𝑆−𝑌𝑆
2𝑉𝑍−𝑉𝑍𝑋𝑆
2+𝑋𝑆𝑍𝑆𝑉𝑋
𝐿𝑃
2 𝐿𝑉
−𝑋𝑆𝑉𝑌+𝑉𝑋𝑌𝑆
𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑃
−
𝑍𝑆
𝐿𝑃]
 
 
 
 
 
 ,                        (3) 
 
where: 
 
𝐿𝑃 = √𝑋𝑆
2 + 𝑌𝑆
2 + 𝑍𝑆
2,                                                                 (4) 
𝐿𝑉 = √𝑉𝑋
2 + 𝑉𝑌
2 + 𝑉𝑍
2.                                                                 (5) 
 
Considering the collinearity principle, the following formulation shows: 
 
[
0
𝑦𝑐𝑖
−𝑓
] = 𝜆𝑖𝑅𝐶
𝑃𝑇 (𝑅𝑃
𝑂(𝑡)𝑇𝑅𝑂
𝑇(𝑡)𝑇 [
𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑆(𝑡)
𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌𝑆(𝑡)
𝑍𝑖 − 𝑍𝑆(𝑡)
] − [
𝑑𝑋
𝑑𝑌
𝑑𝑍
]).                                (6) 
 
Dividing the first and second equation obtained from Equation (6) by the third equation, the 
scale factor to the point i (λi) is canceled obtaining the modified collinearity equations. If dX, dY 
and dZ are equal to zero it has: 
 
0 = −𝑓
𝑟11
′(𝑋𝑖− 𝑋𝑆(𝑡))+ 𝑟12
′(𝑌𝑖− 𝑌𝑆(𝑡))+ 𝑟13
′(𝑍𝑖− 𝑍𝑆(𝑡))
𝑟31′(𝑋𝑖− 𝑋𝑆(𝑡))+ 𝑟32
′(𝑌𝑖− 𝑌𝑆(𝑡))+  𝑟33
′(𝑍𝑖− 𝑍𝑆(𝑡))
 ,                             (7) 
 
 
𝑦c = −𝑓
𝑟21
′(𝑋𝑖− 𝑋𝑆(𝑡))+ 𝑟22
′(𝑌𝑖− 𝑌𝑆(𝑡))+ 𝑟23
′(𝑍𝑖− 𝑍𝑆(𝑡))
𝑟31′(𝑋𝑖− 𝑋𝑆(𝑡))+ 𝑟32
′(𝑌𝑖− 𝑌𝑆(𝑡))+  𝑟33
′(𝑍𝑖− 𝑍𝑆(𝑡))
 ,                            (8) 
 
where r11’, ..., r33’ are the components of rotation matrix: 
 
𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑅𝐶
𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑃
𝑂(𝑡)𝑇𝑅𝑂
𝑇(𝑡)
𝑇
.                                                          (9) 
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The most common platform model used for this model is the time-depend 2nd order polynomial 
function as shown in Kim and Dowman (2006) and Marcato Junior et al. (2011): 
 
𝑋𝑠  = 𝑋0 + 𝑎1𝑡 + 𝑏1𝑡
2, 
𝑌𝑠  = 𝑌0 + 𝑎2𝑡 + 𝑏2𝑡
2, 
𝑍𝑠  = 𝑍0 + 𝑎3𝑡 + 𝑏3𝑡
2, 
𝑉𝑥  = 𝑉𝑥0 + 𝑎4𝑡 + 𝑏4𝑡
2, 
𝑉𝑦  = 𝑉𝑦0 + 𝑎5𝑡 + 𝑏5𝑡
2,                                                        (10) 
𝑉𝑧  = 𝑉𝑧0 + 𝑎6𝑡 + 𝑏6𝑡
2, 
R =  R0 + 𝑎7𝑡 + 𝑏7𝑡 
2, 
𝑃 = 𝑃0 + 𝑎8𝑡 + 𝑏8𝑡 
2, 
Ψ = Ψ0 + 𝑎9𝑡 + 𝑏9𝑡 
2, 
 
where X0, Y0, Z0, VX0, VY0, VZ0 are the components of PC position and velocity referred to a TRS at 
the acquisition time of the first line; R0, P0  and Ψ0 represent the attitude angles at the 
acquisition time of the first line; a1, b1, ..., a9, b9 are the polynomial coefficients and; t is the time. 
It is noteworthy that according to Marcato Júnior et al. (2011) the velocity parameters are 
strongly correlated to the position parameters, because the velocity is calculated by the 
difference of position in a given time interval. Thus, VX0, a4, b4, VY0, a5, b5, VZ0, a6 and b6 
parameters should be firstly calculated. Later in the adjustment, their values must be considered 
fixed and without error. 
 
2.2 UCL Kepler Model 
 
From the idea that the satellite position can be propagated by a 2nd order polynomial function, 
Michalis and Dowman (2005) developed a platform model based in the theory of Uniformly 
Accelerated Motion (UAM). The model was firstly called Kepler model and then called UCL 
Kepler model as can be seen in (Michalis and Dowman 2008b). In this model, the 1st and 2nd 
order polynomial coefficients of position are replaced respectively by the components of velocity 
and accelerations. Additionally the accelerations are calculated from components of positions 
and velocities using the theory of Two-body Problem (Seeber 2003). It has then: 
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𝑋𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑋0 + 𝑢𝑥𝜏 −
𝐺𝑀∙𝑋0 ∙𝜏
2
2∙(𝑋0 
2+𝑌0 
2+𝑍0 
2)3/2
 , 
𝑌𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑌0 + 𝑢𝑦𝜏 −
𝐺𝑀∙𝑌0 ∙𝜏
2
2∙(𝑋0 
2+𝑌0 
2+𝑍0 
2)3/2
 , 
𝑍𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑍0 + 𝑢𝑧𝜏 −
𝐺𝑀∙𝑍0 ∙𝜏
2
2∙(𝑋0 
2+𝑌0 
2+𝑍0 
2)3/2
 ,                                           (11)                  
ω =  ω0 , 
𝜑 = 𝜑0 , 
κ = κ0, 
 
where X0, Y0, Z0 are the components of PC position referred to a Geocentric Celestial Reference 
System (GCRS) at the acquisition time of the first line; ux, uy, uz are the components of PC velocity 
referred to a GCRS at the acquisition time of the first line; t is the time and; GM is the geocentric 
gravitational constant (particular for each TRS). 
In Michalis and Dowman (2005), can be observed that the orientation angles are considered 
invariable in platform model. However, this can be changed according to the operation mode of 
each satellite. An example for PRISM-ALOS images can be seen in Dowman, Michalis and Li 
(2011). Another point is that this platform model was developed and used in conjunction with 
Position-Rotation models. 
An important consideration is that Keplerian motion is maintained along the acquisition time of 
images. For this reason, the object space coordinates should be referred to a GCRS. Thus, before 
the orientation, the coordinates of Ground Control Points (GCPs) and Check Points (CPs), 
obtained originally in a TRS, must be transformed to coordinates referred to a GCRS. In order to 
avoid this procedure, Rodrigues et al. (2017) modified the original UCL Kepler platform model for 
the use of Two-bodies problem in a TRS, inserting term in function of angular velocity of Earth's 
rotation. Once the time interval for obtaining the HRC-CBERS-2B images is relatively small (~ 4s), 
the components of Precession, Nutation and pole displacement can be disregarded without 
prejudice. More details about the mathematical development can be seen in Leick (2004) and 
Rodrigues et al. (2017). In this research this model is going to called Modified UCL Kepler 
platform model. Application examples with the original UCL Kepler platform model can be seen 
in Dowman and Michalis (2003) with ASTER images; Michalis and Dowman (2004), Michalis 
(2005), Michalis and Dowman (2006), Michalis and Dowman (2008a) with HRS SPOT 5 images; 
Michalis and Dowman (2008b) with CARTOSAT I images; Dowman, Michalis and Li (2011), 
Michalis and Dowman (2010); Rodrigues and Ferreira (2013) with HRC CBERS 2B images. 
 
3. Methodology 
 
In this study, in order to validate the proposed model, one HRC-CBERS 2B image was used. HRC 
was one of the sensors on board the satellite CBERS 2B and operated in the spectral range of 0.5 
to 0.8 m. The images were generated in the panchromatic band, with 2.7 m of spatial 
resolution, covering 27 x 27 km on the surface. Table 1 presents the main characteristics of HRC 
sensor. 
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Table 1: Main characteristics of HRC sensor (Inpe 2014; Marcato Junior and Tommaselli 2013). 
Characteristic Information 
Nominal focal length 3398 mm 
Detector size in CCD 0.010 mm 
Time integration of CCD line (dt) 0.000345 s/line 
Number of columns in image 12246 columns 
 
The focal plane of the HRC sensor was formed by three linear arrays CCD chips and there are 
misalignments between the left and right CCD chips with the middle CCD chip (Figure 1). This 
creates a difference in the moment of obtaining the sub-images provided by these chips, causing 
a systematic error in the process of formation of final image with 12246 columns. For this 
reason, in experiments performed by Marcato Junior (2011), Marcato Júnior et al. (2011), 
Marcato Júnior and Tommaselli (2013) and Rodrigues and Ferreira (2013), is possible to verify a 
decrease of accuracy in North direction. Additionally, the planimetric resulting accuracies 
presented larger than 1 pixel (2.7 m). This is relates to the difficulty of obtaining an accurate 
measurement of the points in the images due to poor radiometric quality. On-orbit geometrics 
calibrations of HRC sensor were performed in Zhang and Zheng (2012) and Rodrigues et al. 
(2016). In this last work the values of misalignments between the CCD chips were estimated at a 
given epoch. 
 
Figure 1: HRC sensor focal plane with three linear array CCD chips.  
Source: Rodrigues et al. (2016). 
For the experiments one test field were chosen. This one is part of the Distrito Federal in Brazil 
Central Region. The orbit/path for this image was 157_E_120_5 and the date is 14/09/2009. For 
the experiments, 70 GCPs and 43 CPs were extracted from digital topographic map in scale 1: 
2000 generated by SICAD-DF project. The collection of GCPs and CPs occurred manually. The 
image observations standard deviation was considered of 3 pixels (0.030 mm). The used image 
has level 1 processing (only radiometric correction) and the ephemerides are referred to TRS 
WGS-84 (G1150). In order to extract the altimetric components of the GCPs and CPs were used 
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Digital Terrain models (DTM) ASTER GDEM, with 30 m of spatial resolution, planimetrically 
referred to the WGS-84 (G1150) and vertically referred to the EGM 96 global geoid. The overall 
accuracy of the ASTER GDEM, on a global basis, can be taken to be approximately 20 meters at 
95% confidence (ASTER GDEM VALIDATION TEAM, 2009). The distribution of GCPs and CPs on 
the image in experiments can be seen in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: GCPs and CPs distribution in experiment 1 and 2 (a), and in experiment 3 and 4 (b). 
 
A set of four experiments was defined to analyze the use of the proposed model with the 
Modified UCL Kepler and 2nd order polynomial platform models, using different amount of GCPs 
on the images. Table 2 presents the characteristics of the experiments. 
 
Table 2: Characteristics of the experiments. 
Experiment Characteristic 
1 Modified UCL Kepler model + 70 GCPs/43 CPs 
2 2nd order polynomial model + 70 GCPs/43 CPs 
3 Modified UCL Kepler model + 35 GCPs/43 CPs 
4 2nd order polynomial model + 35 GCPs/43 CPs 
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3.1 Mathematical modelling 
 
The rigorous Orbit-Attitude model was used to the images orientation. Since the values of the 
translations vector (dX, dY, dZ) between the satellite center of mass and the PC of the sensor are 
not known, they were considered equals to zero in Equation (6). Thus, the collinearity equation 
in form of Equations (7) e (8) was used. In this study, two platform models were tested. The 
Modified UCL Kepler model and the 2nd order polynomial model (Equation (10)). In both 
platform models, the angles R0 and P0 were considered invariable during the time of image 
formation. On the other hand, the angle Ψ0 was considered variable and propagated with a 2nd 
order polynomial function. This in view of the lateral motion of the satellite CBERS 2B 
denominates crab movement (Machado e Silva 2007). 
In the case of Modified UCL Kepler platform model, since the theory of UAM has been 
considered, an adaptation was made, so that the velocity components could be estimated by the 
accelerations components. Thus, the adapted platform model is: 
 
𝑋𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑋0 + 𝑉0𝑋𝑡 + [−
𝐺𝑀∙𝑋0 
2∙𝑟3
+ 𝜔𝑡
2𝑋0 + 2𝛺𝑡𝑉0𝑌] ∙ 𝑡
2, 
𝑌𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑌0 + 𝑉0𝑌𝑡 + [−
𝐺𝑀∙𝑌0 
2∙𝑟3
+ 𝜔𝑡
2𝑌0 + 2𝛺𝑡𝑉0𝑋] ∙ 𝑡
2, 
𝑍𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑍0 + 𝑉0𝑍𝑡 −
𝐺𝑀∙𝑍0 
2∙𝑟3
∙ 𝑡2 , 
𝑉𝑋(𝑡) = 𝑉0𝑋 + [−
𝐺𝑀∙𝑋0 
2∙𝑟3
+ 𝜔𝑡
2𝑋0 + 2𝛺𝑡𝑉0𝑌] ∙ 𝑡, 
𝑉𝑌(𝑡) = 𝑉0𝑌 + [−
𝐺𝑀∙𝑌0 
2∙𝑟3
+ 𝜔𝑡
2𝑌0 + 2𝛺𝑡𝑉0𝑋] ∙ 𝑡,                                    (12) 
𝑉𝑍(𝑡) = 𝑉0𝑍 −
𝐺𝑀∙𝑍0 
2∙𝑟3
∙ 𝑡, 
𝑅 = 𝑅0 , 
𝑃 = 𝑃0 , 
Ψ = Ψ0 + 𝑑1𝑡 + 𝑑2𝑡
2 , 
 
with: 
 
𝑟 = √𝑋0
2 + 𝑌0
2 + 𝑍0
2.                                                             (13) 
 
where d1 and d2 are the polynomials coefficients of the Ψ0 variation; Ωt is the modulus of the 
angular velocity of Earth's rotation (equals to 7292115 x 10−11 rad s−1 in TRS WGS-84 G1150) and; 
GM is the geocentric gravitational constant (equals to 3986005 x 108 m3s-2 in TRS WGS-84 
G1150). In this study the TRS WGS-84 G1150 was used, since the GCP, CP and state vectors are 
referred to it. 
In the orientation with the Modified UCL Kepler platform model is necessary the values of X0, Y0, 
Z0, V0X, V0Y and V0Z referring to the instant of the acquisition of the first image line. The HRC 
images are available with metadata files that contains information of position, velocity and 
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attitude angles of the satellite CBERS 2B, for all instants of formation of the image, discretized in 
1 second, referenced to the TRS WGS84. The state vectors are provided by GPS (Global 
Positioning System) on board the satellite or TLE (Two Line Elements) NASA ephemeris. In this 
way, the values referring to the previous instant closest to the instant of the acquisition of the 
first line in image were obtained (Table 3). Subsequently, the difference of instant of time was 
obtained (Table 3) and then added to the t value in the platform model (Equations (12)). 
In the same way, the values of attitude angles R0, P0 and Ψ0 were also extracted from metadata 
file (Table 3). These values did not show any variation in file. Nevertheless, the d1 and d2 values 
cannot be considered equals to zero because of the crab movement of the CBERS 2B satellite, as 
mentioned at the beginning of this item. Thus, these parameters were estimated in the bundle 
adjustment. 
 
Table 3: State vector and attitude angles of the first line of the image. 
X0 (m) V0X (m/s) Y0 (m) V0Y (m/s) Z0 (m) V0Z (m/s) 
4658116.208 -2523.933 -5095195.554 316.761 -1885419.044 -7115.968 
R0 (°) P0 (°) Ψ0 (°) 
Instant of time of the 
state vector and attitude 
angles values (UTC-3h) 
Instant of time of 
acquisition of the first 
image line (UTC-3h) 
Difference 
in instants 
of time 
-1.59466 0.108791 3.74884 13h34m54s 13h34m54.369s 0.369s 
 
In the adjustments was used the parametric method with weighted constraint. The weights were 
calculated from the inverse of the estimated variances of the constrained parameters. For the 
components of the position (X0, Y0, Z0) and velocity (V0X, V0Y, V0Z) were considered standard 
deviations of 3000 m and 1000 m/s respectively. For the attitude angles were considered 
standard deviations of 4° as used in Marcato Júnior et al. (2011). 
For the case of the polynomial platform model (Equations (10)), before the orientation, the 
parameters a1, b1, a2, b2, a3, b3, a4, b4, a5, b5, a6 and b6 were estimated. This was done based on 
an adjustment of observations of the available state vector in the metadata file using the 2nd 
order polynomial model. The parameters a9 and b9 were not estimated previously in this step 
because the Ψ values did not show any variation in metadata file. However, as mentioned, these 
values cannot be considered equals to zero because of the crab movement of the CBERS 2B 
satellite. Therefore, the a9 and b9 parameters were estimated posteriorly in the bundle 
adjustment. The previously estimated values of the coefficients were showed in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Estimated values of the polynomial coefficients from the adjustment with the 
observation of the state vectors available in metadata files. 
a1 (m/s) a2 (m/s) a3 (m/s) a4 (m/s2) a5 (m/s2) a6 (m/s2) 
2538.3957 -334.3653 7108.2914 4.9874 -5.8869 -2.0803 
b1 (m/s2) b2 (m/s2) b3 (m/s2) b4 (m/s3) b5 (m/s3) b6 (m/s3) 
-0.0519 0.0068 -0.1453 -0.0001 0.0001 4.25 x 10-5 
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After the estimates of the coefficients, the same ones were applied in the polynomial model of 
2nd order and the parameters X0, Y0, Z0, V0X, V0Y e V0Z were calculated for the instant of obtaining 
of the first line of the image. The initial attitude angles were the same as in Table 3. The values 
are shown in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: State vectors and attitude angles of the first line of the image in polynomial model. 
X0 (m) V0X (m/s) Y0 (m) V0Y (m/s) Z0 (m) V0Z (m/s) 
4657185.150 -2525.778 -5095079.018 318.934 -1888045.020 -7115.209 
R0 (°) P0 (°) Ψ0 (°) 
-1.59466 0.1087 3.74884 
 
 
Still in the adjustments with the polynomial platform model, on the parameters X0, Y0, Z0, a1, a2, 
a3, b1, b2 e b3 were applied weighted constraint using the inverse of the estimated variances of 
these parameters. The standard deviations adopted for the parameters X0, Y0, Z0 were 3000 m, 
1000 m / s for a1, a2, a3 and for b1, b2 and b3 were those estimated in the adjustment of 
observations of the orbit using the observations of the state vector (Table 6). 
 
Table 6: Standard deviations of parameters b1, b2 and b3 for the image. 
σb1 (m/s2) σb2 (m/s2) σb3 (m/s2) 
4.27 x 10-5 5.14 x 10-5 2.07 x 10-5 
 
As indicated previously in item 2.1, the parameters VX0, a4, b4, VY0, a5, b5, VZ0, a6 and b6 must be 
fixed in the adjustments of observations for the orientations. In this case, these quantities were 
considered constant in the models. In Table 7, the parameters that were estimated in each 
platform model are shown. As can be seen, the proposed model presents less parameters when 
compared to 2nd order polynomial. 
 
Table 7: Parameters to be estimated in bundle adjustment with the use de each platform model. 
 Parameters 
Modified UCL Kepler Model X0, Y0, Z0, V0X, V0Y, V0Z, R0, P0, Ψ0, d1, d2 
2nd order polynomial model X0, a1, b1, Y0, a2, b2, Z0, a3, b3, R0, P0, Ψ0, a9, b9 
 
In order to analyse the results of the orientations, the RMSE values were calculated from the 
discrepancies between the coordinates of the CPs and the coordinates of the corresponding 
points obtained by the inverse Collinearity Equations. Before this procedure, all the coordinates 
were transformed to coordinates referred to Local Geodetic System (LGS). In the inverse 
Collinearity Equations the values considered for the ZL components were the same values of the 
CPs. Thus, the RMSE values for the LSG components are: 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑋𝐿 = √
∑ ∆𝑋𝐿
2𝑛
𝑖=1
𝑛−1
 ,                                                            (14) 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑌𝐿 = √
∑ ∆𝑌𝐿
2𝑛
𝑖=1
𝑛−1
 ,                                                            (15) 
where ΔXL and ΔYL are the discrepancies in the LSG components XL and YL, and n is the number of 
used CPs. 
 
4. Results 
 
After the orientations using the two platform models and two set of GCPs the results of 
adjustment were analyzed (Table 8). 
 
Table 8: Results of the adjustments of observations. 
70 GCPs / 43 CPs  35 GCPs / 43 CPs 
Modified UCL Kepler model 
(Experiment 1) 
Polynomial model 
(Experiment 2) 
Modified UCL Kepler model 
(Experiment 3) 
Polynomial model 
(Experiment 4) 
2
;0,95gl  = 166.4153 
2
CALC  = 89.1743 
2
0ˆ  = 0.6462 
2
0  = 1 
2
;0,95gl  = 166.4153 
2
CALC  = 89.1168 
2
0ˆ  = 0.6457 
2
0  = 1 
2
;0,95gl  = 88.2502 
2
CALC  = 45.1080 
2
0ˆ  = 0.6634 
2
0  = 1 
2
;0,95gl  = 88.2502 
2
CALC  = 44.7343 
2
0ˆ  = 0.6579 
2
0  = 1 
RMSE Vxc 
(mm) 
RMSE Vyc 
(mm) 
RMSE 
Vxc (mm) 
RMSE Vyc 
(mm) 
RMSE Vxc 
(mm) 
RMSE Vyc (mm) 
RMSE Vxc 
(mm) 
RMSE Vyc 
(mm) 
0.0280 0.0195 0.0280 0.0194 0.0294 0.0181 0.0295 0.0177 
 
From the hypothetical tests with the Chi-square distribution, we compared the value of the 
variances of the unit of weight a priori ( 20 ) and a posteriori (
2
0ˆ ), at a confidence level of 95%. It 
can be seen from Table 8 that the basic hypothesis 20ˆ  = 
2
0  was accepted at a 95% confidence 
level for both orientations using the two different sets of GCPs. It can also be seen from Table 8 
that, since the weighting in the observations was 3 pixels (0.030 mm), the Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE) values of the residual components were found to be adequate in all orientations. 
The larger value of RMSE in xc axis direction may be related to the fact that the functional 
mathematical model does not consider the misalignment of the CCD chips in the focal plane, as 
presented in item 2. 
To analyze the planimetric accuracy of the orientations with the two GCPs distributions, unique 
sets of CPs for images 1 and 2 were used. The discrepancies between the coordinates of the 
checkpoints and the coordinates of the corresponding points obtained by the inverse Collinearity 
Equations were calculated. From the set of discrepancies the RMSE was calculated for the XL and 
YL components of the LGS and finally the resulting planimetric RMSE. In the inverse Collinearity 
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Equations the values considered for the ZL components were the same values of the 
checkpoints. The values are shown in Table 9. 
 
Table 9: Planimetric accuracy for the image orientation. 
 70 GCPs / 43 CPs 35 GCPs / 43 CPs 
 
Modified UCL Kepler 
model 
(Experiment 1) 
Polynomial 
model 
(Experiment 2) 
Modified UCL Kepler 
model 
(Experiment 3) 
Polynomial 
model 
(Experiment 4) 
RMSE XL (m) 3.46 3.46 3.62 3.40 
RMSE YL (m) 7.04 7.10 7.21 7.37 
Resulting RMSE 
(m) 
7.84 7.90 8.07 8.11 
 
 
As can be seen in Table 9, the planimetric accuracies obtained with the two platform models are 
close in both GCPs distributions. In the first distribution of GCPs, there was a difference of 6 cm 
only in the YL component with the use of the Modified UCL Kepler model and the polynomial 
model. In the second distribution of GCPs the results in XL and YL components presented 
differences of 22 cm and 16 cm respectively. It is also observed that the differences of accuracy 
in the use of the first and second set of GCPs reach a maximum of 23 cm in the resulting RMSE, 
being considered practically similar.  It should be noted that the distribution of GCPs was 
satisfactory in both configurations. 
Analyzing the resulting planimetric accuracy, the results were practically the same. For the first 
set of GCPs, there is an improvement of 6 cm using the Modified UCL Kepler model in relation to 
the use of the polynomial model. For the second set of GCPs the results showed a difference of 4 
cm. It is also noticed that, for the reasons mentioned in item 3, the accuracy is lower in the YL 
component, as expected. 
In order to verify the presence of significant trends in the discrepancies, hypothesis tests were 
performed using the standard Normal distribution Z~N(0,1). The confidence level (1 - α) adopted 
was 95%. The tested hypotheses were: H0: µ = 0 and H1: µ ≠ 0, where µ is the sample mean. The 
results are shown in Table 10. 
 
Table 10: Results of the hypothetical tests for the experiments using the image 1. 
 
70 GCPs / 43 CPs 35 GCPs / 43 CPs 
Comp. XL Comp. YL 
±Z (1-α/2) 
Comp. XL Comp. YL 
±Z (1-α/2) 
Z score Z score Z score Z score 
Modified UCL Kepler model 1.5701 1.1729 
±1.96 
1.4575 1.1924 
±1.96 
Polynomial model 1.5001 1.1633 1.4817 1.2486 
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As can be seen in Table 10 it is noticed that for both XL and YL components all experiments can 
be considered free of significant trends at the 95% 1-α confidence level. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
The aim of this work was to present a novel model to orientation of linear optical satellite image, 
based in the adaptation of the Orbit-Attitude model for the use of the Modified UCL Kepler 
platform model. In order to validate the proposed model, experiments were made with one 
HRC-CBERS 2B image. In the experiments, the differences in terms of the planimetric accuracy 
resulting in the application of the Modified UCL Kepler model and the polynomial model were 
small, at most 6 cm or 2.2% of the GSD. The differences in planimetric accuracy in the use of 
different quantities of GCPs in both models were also not significant, reaching a maximum of 24 
cm (9% of the GSD). It should be noted that the distribution of GCPs was satisfactory in both 
configurations. Another fact observed was that the obtained accuracies in the orientations of the 
image were higher than 1 GSD in all the experiments (~ 3 GSD). It was also verified a lower 
accuracy in the component YL, possibly caused by the questions presented in item 3. 
Although the results obtained with the two models were similar, there are advantages on the 
usage of the proposed model, such as: 
- direct use of ephemeris (components of position and velocity vectors) and attitude angles 
without interpolation; 
- the initial adjustment of the orbit to estimate the polynomial parameters a1, b1, a2, b2, a3, b3, 
a4, b4, a5, b5, a6 and b6 is unnecessary and; 
- decrease in the number of parameters, increase in the number of degrees of freedom in the 
bundle adjustments and reduction of the minimum quantity of GCPs. 
Thus, it is recommended to use the proposed rigorous model for orientations of pushbroom 
linear optical satellite images. For the case of HRC CBERS 2B images it is recommended the sub-
pixel identification of the image coordinates of the GCPs and CPs, in order to improve the quality 
of the residues vector. 
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